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Equip your IT team with tools,
training, and support for crucial
network visibility. SecurityMetrics
Pulse Security Operations Service
(SOS) provides the cyber defense
expertise you need to protect
your network.

INCREASE CRITICAL
THREAT VISIBILITY
SecurityMetrics Pulse SOS uses sensors placed in/
around your organization’s different attack surfaces
to monitor traffic, check for known vulnerabilities,
and identify bad IPs and traffic from known threat
actors. SecurityMetrics Pulse SOS also provides
visibility into your network, spanning across all locations within your organization. Many corporations
have a network that extends beyond their main
office, making their attack surface larger. Limited
visibility of remote locations leaves this attack
surface vulnerable. Pulse SOS gives you clear visibility into threats you’ve been missing.
Organizations invest enormous amounts of their
resources protecting attack surfaces against
malicious threat actors. A single, unprotected

attack surface can offer a threat actor the opportunity they need to compromise your organization.
SecurityMetrics Security Operations Service (SOS)
provides continuous and comprehensive network
traffic monitoring of your systems and locations.
SecurityMetrics Pulse SOS allows you to see your extended network locations as threat actors see them—
with a multi-sensor and defense-in-depth approach.
Once the sensors gather this data, it is sent to the
SecurityMetrics Security Operations Center (SOC)
to track your security progress, where a live threat
hunter reviews your vulnerabilities and sends you
an up-to-date monthly report.
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Your monthly executive-level monthly report includes:
• A rating of your network security health,
based on the risk level of identified
vulnerabilities.
• A list of all your locations and which
ones are sending data to our Security
Operations Center (SOC).
• A risk breakdown of newly discovered,
persistent, and resolved vulnerabilities.
• An easy-to-use Pulse SOS dashboard,
which will have up-to-date information
on your environment.

SecurityMetrics Pulse SOS allows you to run your
business without any interruptions. In conjunction
with our award-winning SOC, Pulse SOS Sensors
seamlessly collect network vulnerability, traffic, and
endpoint data from your identified locations. These
sensors also collect network vulnerability data in
the background at a designated time, so you don’t
have to interrupt any of your business operations.
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HASSLE-FREE RANSOMWARE
AND VIRUS PROTECTION
SecurityMetrics Pulse SOS utilizes an endpoint
security tool that focuses on protecting
your locations from malware, ransomware,
exploits, and viruses. The anti-ransomware
technology detects malicious encryption
processes and stops them from spreading
across your network. This endpoint allows the
SecurityMetrics SOC team to detect attack
trends on your network, such as unknown
threats, exploits, and hackers.

Because scan environments frequently change,
it’s important you have the flexibility you need
to ensure you remain covered within your entire
network. Close your security gaps and gain
visibility into fundamental attack surfaces with
an intelligent, holistic approach that has been in
the making for more than 20 years.

Detect attack trends on your network,
such as unknown threats, exploits,
and hackers.
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ANTICIPATE ATTACKS WITHIN
YOUR NETWORK
Many organizations have IT teams that are
overloaded with work. Prioritizing main-office
attack surfaces can be easier than addressing
your entire network. SecurityMetrics Pulse
SOS scans your locations externally and
internally each month. These scans identify
which points of your network are vulnerable
to an attack, such as:
• Misconfigured firewalls
• Malware hazards
• Remote access vulnerabilities
This continuous monitoring of your network
traffic frees up your IT team to focus on
remediation. Pulse SOS is also engineered
to help you prioritize your security efforts.
Identified vulnerabilities are compiled into
a prioritized action list, providing you with a
clearly outlined action plan to prevent a breach.

Your brand image is not limited to your
main office. When any of your locations are
compromised, there can be a ripple effect of
consequences. The SecurityMetrics SOC uses
the best solutions to gather your potential
security incidents, review them, and add
contextual analysis to your threats. There’s a
real, live threat hunter consistently monitoring
your vulnerabilities who will contact you and
help remediate any issues found.
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HAVE CONFIDENCE IN
YOUR NEW DEDICATED
CYBER SECURITY TEAM
Close your security gaps and gain visibility into
attack surfaces with a comprehensive approach
to your cyber security strategy. SecurityMetrics
tactics, strategies, and solutions are more than
20 years in the making. Expand your IT team
with SecurityMetrics Threat Intelligence Center
to gain insight into your network’s vulnerabilities. Receive step-by-step customer service to
ensure your entire organization can remediate
any threats that arise.
SecurityMetrics threat hunters are informed on
penetration tests, security assessments, and
forensic investigations. Your dedicated threat
hunter team will help you arrive at solutions with
unique insights into your security threats. Not
only will you see threats as they appear, but you
will be provided with regular Pulse SOS reports
to avoid threats falling through the cracks.

Your Pulse SOS report includes:
• Up-to-date threat visibility into your
network’s vulnerabilities
• A suggested security focus area
• Information on the latest attack vendor
trends
• How to protect against attack vendor
trends
Additionally, these intelligent cyber security
experts will support and train you on best
practices to further protect your organization.
Each month you will receive a personalized cyber
security consultation with a top-tier security
specialist. You will be able to ask questions
based on your current vulnerability status and
receive thorough answers and proactive recommendations for your organization.
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DISCOVER WHAT THREATS
YOU’VE BEEN MISSING.
Get Secure Today
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ABOUT
SECURITYMETRICS
We secure peace of mind for organizations that handle
sensitive data. We hold our tools, training, and support
to a higher, more thorough standard of performance
and service. Never have a false sense of security.™
We’re a PCI certified Approved Scanning Vendor
(ASV), Qualified Security Assessor (QSA), Certified
Forensic Investigator (PFI), and Managed Security
provider with over 20 years of data security
experience. We help local shops as well as some
of the world’s largest brands achieve data security
through managed services and compliance mandates
(PCI, HIPAA, GDPR, HITRUST).
We’re a:
• PCI certified Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV)
• Qualified Security Assessor (QSA)
• Certified Forensic Investigator (PFI)
• Managed Security provider with 20+ years
of data security experience
We help local companies as well as some of the
world’s largest brands achieve data security through
managed services and compliance mandates (PCI,
HIPAA, HITRUST, GDPR).

